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1. Introduction. In the present note we make a further remark

upon the problem of finding sufficient conditions for a complex-

valued function <p(t), — oo <t< oo, which together with the modulus

of its Fourier transform determine it to within specifiable transforma-

tions. In an earlier paper [l] on this subject we have found that if

6(a) is the class of all complex-valued functions <p such that

(A) <pCLl(-™, oo)nL2(-oo, oo),

(B) <j> is equivalent to zero on some half-line, t<t0 = to(<p),

(C) $(.r) 9^0, — oo <x< oo, where <j> denotes the Fourier transform

<rf0,
(D) |</>(x)| is equal to a given function, a(x), — oo<x<oo,

then any two functions <pi, $2 belonging to 6(a) are related by an

equation of the form:

(1.1) Bt(x)4>i(x) = eia+if>xBi(x)$t(x),      - oo < x < oo,

where a, fi are real numbers and Bi(x+iy), B2(x+iy) are analytic

functions for y>0 of modulus identically 1 on y = 0, which are given

as certain Blaschke products. Bk(z) has as zeros the set of zeros

{znk} of the function

(1.2) **(«) = —— f  e^4,k(t)dt,      (z = x + iy, y > 0, k = 1, 2)
(27T)1'2 Jtf)

and is given by the product:

(1.3) Bk(z) = l—-)     U}-±J-—^-—
\Z  +   1/ „ Z„k  —   t Z„k +  I Z — Znk

where mk is a non-negative integer. The necessary and sufficient

condition that (1.3) converge is that

(1.4) £lmznfc/(l+ \znk |2) < + oo.
n

What is investigated in the sequel is the degree to which the non-
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uniqueness of phase, expressed in (1.1), is decreased if assumption

(B) is replaced by the stronger condition:

(B1) <p is equivalent to zero outside a finite interval, which may a priori

depend upon 0.

It will be observed that in (1.1) there appear (the limits of) two

Blaschke products which are defined in terms of their respective zeros,

{zni} and {zn2}. In the circumstances (A), (B), (C), (D) these se-

quences are necessarily without finite limit points but are otherwise

more or less arbitrary (subject, of course, to the convergence of the

products). In particular, any finite number of zeros can be added and

subtracted. In the circumstances (A), (B1), (C), (D) these two previ-

ously largely independent sequences of zeros reduce to {zni} and

{z„i}. Thus one can state, somewhat sententiously, that the restric-

tion (B1) being twice as severe as (B) results in a reduction of leeway

in the phases by fifty per cent.

I am indebted to R. C. T. Smith for criticizing earlier attempts of

mine on the problem at hand.

2. Proof of the reduction. Let Q0(a) denote the class of all complex-

valued functions satisfying (A), (B1), (C), (D). Then e0(a)Ce(o).

Let <t>EQ0(a), and suppose ( — T, T) is the smallest interval centered

at the origin outside of which <f> = 0 almost everywhere. Put

1      rT
(2.1) $(z) = —— J    e"><b(l)dt,      z = x + iy.

Then by §3 of [l ] we can write

(2.2) $(z) = eia+^'B(z)D(z), (y > 0),

where a, P are real, B(z) is the Blaschke product in the upper half-

plane formed with the zeros of 4> which lie in the upper half-plane,

and

(o x\ nM /l   f 1 + uz log a(u)      \
(2.3) 7)(z) = exp(— I      -—-——du).

\ti J -*,   u — z   1 + u2        /

Since dj>(z) is an entire function and satisfies

$(z) = 0(eT\*\), \z\ -> oo,

we also have

(2.4) $(z) = e^P(z),

where c(z) = c0+CiZ for some complex constants c0, C\, and P(z) is the

canonical product formed with all the zeros of $. P(z) has genus 0
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or 1, (see [2, p. 250]). We shall assume the genus to be 1, as the same

argument, slightly simplified, can be applied for genus 0.

Suppose now that <bi and cp2 both belong to Co(a), and let 4>i, <£>2 be

given by (2.1) in terms of <pi, <p%, respectively. Since D(z) depends only

upon a, (2.2) implies

(2.5) B2(z)^i(z) = e^'+^''Bi(Z)^2(z), (y > 0),

where Bi, B2 are the Blaschke products in the upper half-plane asso-

ciated with $i, <&2, and a', fi' are real. By (2.4) and (2.5)

(2.6) B2(z)Pi(z) = em^Bi(z)Pt(z), (y > 0),

where

Pi(z) = II (1 - (z/zn))e"»>,     P2(z) = II (1 - (z/!»))e"<»,
n n

and m(z)=mo+miZ. }z„} is the set of all zeros of $i, and {f„j that of

<£>2, both sets being enumerated according to increasing magnitude.

We can assume that {zn} and {f„} are disjoint, as any common zeros

can be cancelled in (2.6).

Writing z„=xn+jy„, y„>0, and taking 0<K<1, we have for all

sufficiently large n:

» , I    ,       Jn \z\2        1
| log {(1 -(*/*.))«■"•       <2|z| .-^r+J-^--.—--,

| z„|2      1 — K   | z„|2

where the branch of the logarithmic function appearing is that which

is zero for z = 0. By (1.4), together with the fact that |z„| —>co as

w—>oo, we have £t,„>o y»/| 3n| 2< + oo. Also £„ l/|z„[ 2<+ » , since

the genus is 1. Hence

(2.7) II   (1 - (z/zn))e'i^
Im z„>0

is a convergent product in the entire z-plane. The same is true of

(2.8) II   (1 - (z/f»))e'«*.
Im r„>o

Equation (2.6) can be written for y>0 in the form

II   (1 - (z/zn))e"*>
(2.9) Imz"<0

= c*w        II       t»-t-t:—TT~Wli7'   II  U - (*/t»))'"h,
lm*„>0, Im J-„>0 ZnCn{l  —  (Z/Zn))e  '  "    Im f„<0

where yn is a constant of absolute value 1 arising from the Blaschke
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products (see (1.3)). Since the products (2.7) and (2.8) are conver-

gent, it follows that

II 7nZnfn/Zn{n
Im *„>0, Im r„>0

is convergent to a limit, which must be of absolute value 1. Absorbing

this into em('\ (2.9) can be put in the form

n a-d/*))«"*/ n (i - (z/?n))e>«»
(2.10) Im*"<0

= e-W    JI   (1 - (z/f»))e"f" /    II   (1 - Wzn))e''\
Im f„<0 '       Im z„>0

and (2.10) is valid for all finite z. Hence the zeros and poles must be

the same on both sides of (2.10). But as {z„j and {f„} are disjoint

this is possible only if none exist. Therefore {zn} = {?«}• If we put

{z„} = {z„' }U{z„" }, where the z„' lie in the upper half-plane and

the z„" in the lower half-plane, (1.1) can be written

(2.11) 4i(x) = eia+^B*2(x)Bi(x)4>2(x),

where
I    7   "     _     i   I I    »   "     _1_    V   I ~    _     r,   "

£2 (a;) = hm    J^l-— •
1/^0     (2n"l     Z„"   —  i Zn     +  i       Z — Zn

We can summarize our results in the following

Theorem. Let &o(a) be the class of all complex-valued functions <j>

satisfying the following conditions:

(i)2 <t>EL2(-<», 00),

(ii) <j> vanishes almost everywhere outside a finite interval which may

depend upon <f>,
(iii) <p(x)^0, — <=o <#<<»,

(iv) I <t>(x) I is equal to a fixed function, a(x). Then any two functions

4>i, 4>2 belonging to <30(a) are related by an equation of the form (2.11.)

The argument used to derive this result does not appear to be ap-

plicable if the hypotheses are significantly weakened within 72(— 00,

00). Thus although $ may be entire without <p vanishing a.e. outside

a finite interval, this latter circumstance is necessary if <p belongs to

L2( — 00, 00) and $ is of exponential type, on account of the Paley-

Wiener theorem. Also, the canonical representation (2.2) upon which

the procedure rests is strongly dependent upon assumption (iii).

2 Condition (i) is equivalent to (A) in the presence of (ii).
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3. An illustration. Finally, we show by an example that the above

theorem is the best possible in the sense that a sharper determination

of phase is out of the question, even if the conditions in §2 are

strengthened by requiring that <f> be non-negative.

Consider the functions

U)      otherwise,

and

(e'   if -1 < t< 1,

U)    otherwise.

Then

/2X1'2       1
4>i(x) = I —)-sinh (ix — 1),

V r /      ix — 1

and

/2\1'2       1
fa(x) = [ — )      --sinh(ix-fl),

\7T / IX +   1

so that 14>i(x) | =| 4>2(x) |, and the zeros associated with <pi are

z„ = — i + mr, n =  + 1, + 2, • • • ,

and those with qb2 are

f„ = i + »ir, n = + 1, ± 2, ■ ■ ■ .
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